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The current standard for surface texturing of crystalline silicon wafers for photovoltaic

applications is wet chemical etching. This process is used to increase the light

absorption of a solar cell through multiple reflections on the surface and to remove the

saw damage. However, well defined textures are only reachable for monocrystalline

silicon by applying a KOH solution. Here, upright pyramidal structures with {111} side

faces are formed. In case of a varying surface orientation which occurs in

multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) the pyramidal structure is not upright anymore and

leading to highly reflective regions in dependence of their crystal grain orientation.

Furthermore, the handling and depollute of wet chemicals is dangerous and

expensive.

The frontside texturing of crystalline silicon through maskless reactive ion etching

(RIE) is an alternative method. Plasma technology allows the specifically texturing of

mono and multicrystalline silicon, hence pyramid like surface structures can be

produced on multicrystalline silicon of every orientation too. In this contribution, the

results of a wet chemical and a dry SF
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 plasma texture will be compared. Intense

attention is given to the light absorption, light trapping and to the surface

recombination velocity (SRV). In particular, in this contribution the influence of an

additionally plasma-textured rear-side for an increased rear side light reflectance and

hence for an increased light absorption in the bulk material will be investigated. The

result will be compared to only front-side plasma textured specimens. Finally, I first

attempt for simulating the influence on the light absorption by an additional textured

rear side will be given.
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